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Abstract
We propose a framework to suppress over-illumination at the overlapping area created by cooperative adaptive appearance ma-
nipulation with independently working two projector–camera systems. The proposed method estimates projection overlapping
in each projector–camera unit with neither geometrical mapping nor projection image sharing. Then, the method suppresses
the projection illumination of the overlapping area by compensated reflectance estimation. Experimental results using two
projector–camera systems confirm that the proposed method correctly detects overlapping areas adaptively and removes cast
shadows that cause uneven illumination owing to cooperative appearance manipulation of a moving 3D target.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented reality; • Computing methodologies → Mixed / augmented reality;

1. Introduction

The shader lamps [RWLB01] enabled texture mapping on a 3D ob-
ject. Since then, many applications and techniques have been pro-
posed in the context of spatial augmented reality. In addition to
displaying textures, 3D projection mapping can be used for opti-
cal restoration of damaged art objects [ALY08], reproduction of
various reflectance properties [OOD10], representation of high-
dynamic-range texture by contrast boosting on 3D printed objects
[SIS11], augmentation of a physical avatar [BBG∗13], and other
applications. Moreover, 3D projection mapping has been studied
for dynamic processes such as projection of textures drawn by user
interactions on a freely movable rigid object with optical track-
ing [BRF01] and diminishable visual markers [AIS]. Similarly, dy-
namic projection mapping for complex-shaped objects using visual
tracking with a virtual 3D model [RKK16], position sensing using
a Kinect depth sensor [SCT∗15], and projection pattern removal us-
ing an infrared camera [HKK17] have been proposed. Furthermore,
dynamic projection mapping has been achieved for deformable ob-
jects based on visible dot clusters [NWI17] and invisible markers
based on infrared ink [PIS14, FST∗14].

Unlike projection mapping, spatial augmented reality is promis-
ing for appearance manipulation with a projector–camera system
in a dynamic manner. Applications of appearance manipulation
include vision support [AK10] and representation of embedded
animation information on printed media using coded printing. In
addition, appearance manipulation can induce illusory deforma-
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tion. For instance, deformation lamps introduce illusory deforma-
tion [KFSN16], while swinging 3D lamps facilitate 3D optical illu-
sions of motion parallax in 2D paintings [ONH17].

Employing a coaxial projector–camera optical setting facilitates
successive appearance manipulation on a 3D object. This optical
configuration and image processing algorithms from computer vi-
sion have been combined for materiality manipulation of the glossi-
ness and transparency of opaque 3D objects [Ama13]. Addition-
ally, multiple coaxial projector–camera units with mirror reflec-
tion enable appearance manipulation of the whole around a 3D ob-
ject [ASUK14]. However, the units produce uneven projection il-
lumination owing to the projection from separate projector–camera
feedback that causes reflectance estimation errors in each projec-
tion unit.

We propose a method to solve projection illumination uneven-
ness caused by cast shadow around a 3D object for appearance
manipulation by estimating projection overlapping when using dis-
tributed coaxial multiple projector–camera systems.

2. Related work

2.1. 3D Apperanace Manipulation

The alignment of a coaxial projector and camera enables adap-
tive appearance manipulation on a 3D surface without rendering
by using a 3D shape model and projection registration onto a 3D
physical model, as shown in Figure 1. Appearance manipulation
implemented on coaxial optics provides a fixed pixel mapping be-
tween the projection and captured images and enables interactive
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Figure 1: Projection-based real-time material appearance manip-
ulation [Ama13].

Figure 2: Results of appearance manipulation around a circum-
ference (top) and its optical setting (bottom left). Unevenness re-
sembling cast shadow by projected illumination (bottom right)
[ASUK14].

projection based on 2D image processing. Appearance manipula-
tion performs adaptive projection based on the reflectance of the
target surface instead of mapping a prepared texture onto the target
object. Its main difference with 3D projection mapping is its poten-
tial human vision support, visualization of hidden properties, and
interactive appearance transformations of the materiality.

Although a coaxial projector–camera system enables adaptive
appearance manipulation on a 3D surface, the manipulation area is
limited by the projection. Therefore, it does not allow free viewing
positions other than the projection region. This problem was over-
come by appearance manipulation with multiple coaxial projector–
camera units [ASUK14]. Such appearance manipulation around a
circumference is achieved by projecting on backside reflection and
using multiple units. However, as overlapping projection causes re-
flectance estimation errors in appearance manipulation, unevenness
of projected illumination resembling cast shadows occurs, as shown
in Figure 2. Considering overlapping projection from the geometric
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Figure 3: Diagram of model predictive control (MPC) for appear-
ance manipulation [AK10].

relation between projection illuminations and the 3D shape of the
projection target may solve this problem. However, this solution is
inconvenient for appearance manipulation.

2.2. Shadow Removal for Cooperative Projection Mapping

Co-axial projector-camera configuration has been employed since
the early work of radiometric compensation [FGN05]. This optical
configuration ensures a fixed pixel mapping independent of the pro-
jection surface shape and enables dynamic adaptation. It potentially
removes projection unevenness on the whole circumference of the
3D object by utilizing multiple projector-camera units. However, it
is a radiometric compensation and requires a projection registration
with tracking to achieve the projection mapping. Moreover, the ra-
diometric compensation can not achieve appearance manipulation.

A shadow removal by the multiple distributed projector-camera
feedback was proposed [TIK17]. This distributed system employed
an error propagating scheme implementable in a distributed man-
ner, enabling the prediction of the shadow region to achieve a ra-
diometric compensation. Its scheme has the potential to predict the
overlapping projection region and remove the cast shadow-like lu-
minance unevenness. However, their method requires pixel corre-
spondences among projection images. This means a target tracking
and 3D shape model to obtain pixel corresponding for the entire cir-
cumference appearance manipulation, and thus it is not suitable for
our purpose. We need to be found another mechanism of the lumi-
nance compensation that does not require any information sharing
in the distribution manner.

3. Proposed Appearance Manipulation Method

Amano et al. [AK10] proposed appearance manipulation with
projector–camera feedback using model predictive control as
shown in Figure 3. The diagram shows the color intensity response
between the projector, P ∈ R3, and camera, C ∈ R3, via the pro-
jection surface. During projection, the reflectance on the surface,
K ∈ R3×3, is estimated as

K̂ = diag{C./(MP+C0)} (1)

where M is the color mixing matrix between the projector and cam-
era, C0 is the environment illumination obtained by calibration, and
./ denotes component-wise division. Based on K̂, the true appear-
ance that under the white light projection is given by

Cest = K̂Cwhite (2)
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Figure 4: Assumed scenario for cooperative projection.

where Cwhite = (1,1,1)T . Then, the system generates control refer-
ence R by user-defined image processing and manipulates the ob-
ject appearance by illumination projection using model predictive
control. For saturation enhancement, control reference R is gener-
ated as

R = gain{(1+ s)Cest − sCm}, for s > 0 (3)

where Cm is monochromatic image of Cest(|Cest |, |Cest |, |Cest |), s
is a parameter that controls the saturation.When s = 0, there is no
enhancement, and when s > 0, the saturation is enhanced. In addi-
tion, the brightness of control reference is changed by gain, and the
apparent brightness can be controlled. For color phase shift, control
reference R is generated as

R = gainUTrUT C, for 0 < s < 1 (4)

where U is RGB-Lab conversion and Tr is rotation matrix in a-b
chroma plane.

3.1. Reflectance Estimation in Distributed System

When two projector–camera units cooperatively manipulate the ap-
pearance of a target object, control error occurs in the overlapping
projection region. As both projections are irradiated from different
angles, the apparent reflectance values obey the law of cosines, and
we obtain the captured image as follows:

Ci = cos(ϕ1)KMP1 + cos(ϕ2)KMP2 +C0 (5)

where i = 1,2 is the unit number, ϕi is the incident angle of unit
i, Pi is the projection from unit i, and K is the reflectance matrix
measured with vertical incidence. We assume Lambert’s surface
reflection and that both units are placed at the same distance from
the surface. Therefore, the same brightness is observed from both
units. The main problem is the unknown projection from the other
unit because the corresponding projection pixel is not known for
the independently working distributed system.

In cooperative appearance manipulation, projections P1 and P2
converge to the same brightness for ϕ1 = ϕ2 [ASUK14]. In the
scenario shown in Figure 4, the illumination contribution should
be proportional to the incident angle by Lambert’s cosine law. We
define the following degree of contribution:

ηi =
cos(ϕi)

cos(ϕ1)+ cos(ϕ2)
(6)

and estimate the projection from the other unit under this assump-
tion. By using the degree of contribution, we obtain

η1KMP1 = η2KMP2. (7)

Figure 5: Experimental setup.

Then, C1 can be rewritten considering this constraint with equation
(5) as

Ci =
η1 +η2

ηi
KiMP1 +C0 (8)

where Ki = cos(ϕi)K is the apparent reflectance of unit i. Hence,
we obtain the following compensated reflection estimation:

K̂∗
i =

ηi

η1 +η2
diag{Ci./(MPi +C0)} (9)

that only requires the local information of each unit.

3.2. Adaptive Overlap Estimation

Eq. (9) describes the compensated reflectance under projection
overlapping. To achieve cooperative appearance manipulation, we
require successive state estimation to determine whether the projec-
tion illumination is overlapping. For this estimation, we determine
the state from the estimated reflectance and obtain the reflectance
matrix as follows:

1. Calculate reflectance K̂ by Eq. (1) assuming nonoverlapping
projection.

2. Estimate the overlap from average reflectance trace(K̂)/3 for a
threshold determined experimentally.

3. Chose either K̂ or K̂∗ from the estimated overlapping state.

As the degree of contribution, ηi, changes by the incident angles
depending on projector positions and surface normal, the surface
shape and posture are required for accurate calculation. However,
these requirements prevent adaptive processing. Instead, we mea-
sure ηi by preliminary calibration. First, we perform white planar
projection between the units symmetrically. Then, we capture im-
ages C(1) and C(2) with white illumination projection from one pro-
jector, C(I+II) with projection from both projectors, and C0 without
projection. From these images, we obtain the degree of contribution
per pixel for both units as follows:

ηi =
|C(i)|− |C0|

|C(I+II)|− |C0|
. (10)
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4. Experimental Results

Two coaxial projector–camera units were placed in front of a 3D
target forming an angle of 120 degrees, as shown in Figure 5.We
composed each unit with a USB 3.0 camera (XIMEA MC031CG-
SY. 3.1 Mpix with cropping) and a 1280x800 resolution projector
(CASIO XJ-A141). The experiment was conducted in an indoor
lighting environment with a ceiling light. The irradiance on the tar-
get object was around 37 lx.As each unit worked independently in
the distribution system, they performed adaptive appearance ma-
nipulation without sharing captured or projected images.

4.1. Over-illumination Suppression

We evaluated the illumination uniformity obtained from the pro-
posed method and the method described in [ASUK14] on a 3D
surface with a step edge. When both units projected white illumina-
tion, projection unevenness was caused by the cast shadow from the
left projection, as shown in Figure 6. The second column shows the
ground truth of the number of overlapping projections from each
viewing position. The proposed method detected the overlapping,
as shown in the third column. The figure shows the area where the
projection by the two units is white and a single unit is black. The
overlap is correctly estimated on the side surface of the target. How-
ever, our method incorrectly estimated the top surface owing to the
small incident angle because such angle reduces the apparent re-
flectance below the predetermined threshold. This is a limitation of
our adaptive overlap estimation.

We also evaluated the appearance manipulation results obtained
from the proposed method using reflectance estimation compen-
sation based on the estimation of the number of projections and
the method described in [ASUK14], obtaining the results shown
in Figure 7. Saturation enhancement was controlled by equation
Eq. (3)(gain = 0.68,s = 0.6). Color phase shift was controlled by
equation Eq. (4)(gain = 0.47,s =−0.6).

The results show that the proposed method reduces the projec-
tion illumination unevenness by suppressing illumination in the
overlapping area. Figure 8 shows the illumination profiles of ap-
pearance manipulation along segment A-A’ in Figure 7 for both
methods. The yellow arrows show regions manipulated with two
units (overlapping), and the black arrow shows the region manip-
ulated with a single unit (non-overlapping). To evaluate the ma-
nipulation accuracy, we examined the error of the overlapping area
relative to the non-overlapping area.The comparison method has an
average error of 17%, which is reduced to 4% by using the proposed
method.

The effectiveness of our proposal was further confirmed in pro-
jection images, as those shown in Figure 9. As the comparison
method cannot detect overlapping projections, the entire area of the
manipulation target was uniformly illuminated. In contrast, the pro-
posed method with independently working projector–camera units
suppressed the projection intensity at the overlapping area and re-
moved illumination unevenness resembling cast shadows.

4.2. Successive manipulation for the moving target

To evaluate the performance of excess projection suppression, we
compared projections in dynamic scenes for the comparison and

Figure 6: Manipulation target and overlapping estimation results.

Figure 7: Illumination unevenness from comparison and proposed
methods.

proposed methods. We applied color phase shift for appearance
manipulation in both units. Then, we placed a dwarf figure as the
manipulation target between both units and continuously moved it
manually, as shown in Figure 10, where each row shows snapshots
at a timestep. The shadow cast by the nose when using the com-
parison method was correctly manipulated because no disturbance

Figure 8: Brightness variation along segment AA’ for comparison
and proposed methods.
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Figure 9: Successive Appearance Manipulation on Moving Target

Figure 10: Step-by-step comparison of projections in dynamic
scenes.

from the other unit appeared. However, excess projections appeared
in other areas and required suppression to equalize brightness. In
contrast, the proposed method suppressed excess projections and
shadows cast on the face by adaptive processing. The remnants of
excess illumination at the boundaries of the cast shadow persisted
owing to the misalignment of adaptive overlap estimation. Thus,
the accuracy and resolution of our method should be further im-
proved in future work.

Figure 11: Projection errors according to projection color.

5. Discussions

We evaluated the appearance manipulation quality of the proposed
and comparison methods on various surface colors, obtaining the
results shown in Figure 11. The proposed method reduced pro-
jection illumination unevenness by cast shadows for most colored
surfaces. However, when comparing areas a and b or c and d, the
compensation error differed according to the color of the reflective
surface. In addition, even for the same surface color, comparing a
and b or c and d, the error differed depending on the type of op-
eration, possibly owing to the different characteristics of the pro-
jectors. When the color mixing matrices of units 1 and 2 are M1
and M2, respectively, and the columns corresponding to each chan-
nel of these reflection matrices are mR

i , mG
i , and mB

i , the degree of
contribution of the red, green, and blue projections are respectively
given by

η
R
i =

cos(ϕi)|KmR
i |

cos(ϕ1)|KmR
1 |+ cos(ϕ2)|KmR

2 |
, (11)

η
G
i =

cos(ϕi)|KmG
i |

cos(ϕ1)|KmG
1 |+ cos(ϕ2)|KmG

2 |
, (12)

η
B
i =

cos(ϕi)|KmB
i |

cos(ϕ1)|KmB
1 |+ cos(ϕ2)|KmB

2 |
. (13)

Hence, we can confirm that the degree of contributions is equiv-
alent to equation (10) for M1 = M2. However, the degree of con-
tribution changes according to the color of the projection owing
to the projector characteristics and color K of the target.This does
not occur if the characteristics are perfectly identical. However, al-
though we employed the same products, individual differences ex-
ist, leading to this uneven illumination.In future research, we will
investigate the compensation of projection considering color.
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6. Conclusions

We propose a framework for dynamic projection illumination com-
pensation on overlapping projection areas for cooperative adaptive
appearance manipulation using two projector–camera systems. Ex-
perimental results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method
for correctly detecting overlapping areas adaptively and removing
illumination unevenness resembling cast shadows created by co-
operative appearance manipulation of a moving 3D target. How-
ever, as the degree of contribution of the projections changes ac-
cording to the surface color, the illumination unevenness indicates
divergence from the calibrated value. In addition, excess illumina-
tion occurs on the boundary of the overlapping area owing to mis-
alignment in the adaptive overlap estimation. We will address these
problems in future work.
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